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Abstract
The Arctic is one of the largest regions on the globe, and is regarded as a vast storehouse of poten-
tial resources, including minerals. Both mining and tourism are rapidly growing economic sectors 
in the region. While the variety of tourism activities supported and offered is extensive, all of these 
activities are essentially forms of nature-based tourism. 
Land-use conflicts between mining and tourism are likely to emerge when a new mine is opened 
close to a tourist area, because mining activities may dramatically change the landscape, which is 
essential for tourism. The impact greatly depends on the location of mining facilities, the physical 
size of the mining project, the mining processes used, logistics and how well the image of the mine 
and its end product fits in with the image of the tourist destination. While tourism and the mining 
industry may benefit from each other, the relationship between a mine and tourism is often asym-
metrically counterproductive; where such a relationship exists, a need for regulation arises.
In this article, we assess the legal means available for resolving conflicts between the mining 
and tourism industries and discuss possibilities to improve these means. The two key regulatory 
instruments for governing such conflicts are land-use planning and mining permit processes. We 
illustrate the nature of conflicts and various decision-making procedures with reference to the 
Finnish legal framework and a case study on an ongoing mining project in the town of Kolari. 
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1. Introduction
The Arctic is one of the largest regions on the globe, and is regarded as a vast store-
house of potential resources. Several recent international evaluations place the Arctic 
region, including northern Finland, among the most favored areas for targeting min-
ing operations globally.2 Mining, however, is a controversial activity. While people all 
over the world need minerals and the products made from them, mining may also 
cause significant negative impacts on the surrounding social and ecological environ-
ments. Benefits are realized and costs incurred at different levels, from local to global. 
The supply of raw materials is ultimately a global issue, although mineral extraction 
may produce significant economic benefits for the society at the local and regional 
levels or even at the national level through job creation and increased tax revenue. 
Mining may negatively affect surrounding communities and the environment in 
many different ways.3 It often takes place in remote areas, where the livelihoods 
of the communities are nature-based, making it difficult to differentiate the detri-
mental impacts of mining on communities from those on the environment. This 
applies, for example, in the case of the indigenous Saami of northernmost Europe, 
who are engaged in reindeer herding, fishing and hunting, as well as other local 
residents. Mining may also cause tensions with competing modern industrial uses 
of the natural environment,4 although this depends on the nature of the industry 
concerned. Forestry is still the largest economic sector in northern Finland, but 
there are no land-use conflicts between forestry and mining, as mining activities only 
require comparatively small land areas and thus have a minimal impact on forestry 
operations.5 In northern Finland, as in many other Arctic regions, another rapidly 
growing modern industry is tourism, which is more sensitive than forestry to the 
impacts of mining. While the variety of tourism activities in the Arctic is extensive, 
in practice they are all different forms of nature-based tourism. Land-use conflicts 
between nature-based tourism and mining may emerge particularly when a new 
mine is opened close to a tourism area. The benefits of mining for the local economy 
may be significantly reduced if mining causes a flourishing tourism industry in the 
region to decline.
In response to what is a booming mining industry in the Arctic, legal scholars have 
explored mining law in general,6 the environmental control of mining activities7 and 
the relationship between mining and indigenous peoples.8 The Finnish legal litera-
ture features articles that focus on land-use conflicts between mining and tourism in 
the country,9 but papers in English that address international audiences are rare. In 
this article, we assess the legal means available for resolving conflicts between mining 
and tourism. We illustrate the nature of such conflicts and various decision-making 
procedures with reference to the Finnish legal framework and a case study on an 
ongoing mining project in the town of Kolari. 
The rest of the article is divided into four main sections. The first presents 
a theoretical discussion of when the relationship between mining and tourism is 
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complementary and when it is counterproductive. In the section that follows we go 
on to describe the relationship between the two industries in an ongoing Finnish 
case to concretize what kinds of facts and uncertainties decision-makers face prior 
to final public policy decisions. In analyzing the case, we use a literature review, legal 
analysis and survey results on the Hannukainen mining project and other land-use 
projects. We then proceed with a section analyzing the key legal instruments for the 
regulation of landscape impacts of mining in Finland, namely, land-use planning 
and mining law. In the closing section, we summarize regulatory challenges and dis-
cuss how regulation might be improved. 
2. The mining and tourism industries 
2.1. Mining and tourism – complementary or counterproductive industries?
Mining and tourism both rely on products and services provided by nature, that 
is, natural resources or ecosystem services. The relationship between various ways 
of consuming natural resources can be rival, non-rival, partially rival or comple-
mentary. If modes of consuming resources are rival, consumption of a resource by 
one actor reduces the possibilities for consumption by others. If the relationship is 
non-rival, then a new consumer has equal opportunities to use the resource even if 
it is already being used by others. A complementary relationship exists when one 
type of natural resource consumption creates possibilities for other types. The case 
may also be that the relationship is partially rival, meaning that the rate and degree 
of rivalry vary. The consumption of one environmental resource may preclude con-
sumption of another only after the consumption has reached a certain degree or 
rate.10 As a mineral deposit can be used only once, mining companies are in rival 
relations with each other. Different tourism companies can use similar environmen-
tal resources in parallel, and only when there are too many companies – or clients – 
using the same green infrastructure, does a rival relationship emerge. In such cases, 
the relationship is partially rival.
The relationship between mining and tourism is contextual: it can be rival, non- 
rival, partially rival or complementary depending on factors such as the locations 
of activities, landscape and types of mining or tourism. Generally speaking, one 
can assume that these two industries do not compete with each other for common 
resources and, consequently, can develop independently – or even have a comple-
mentary relationship. A tourist resort located nearby a a mine may benefit from the 
location, because miners and their families are likely to be interested in services pro-
vided by the resort, such as stores, restaurants and entertainment. Mining often takes 
place in remote areas and the accessibility of services provided by a tourist destination 
close to a mine may make jobs at the mine more attractive to potential employees.
In certain circumstances, the relationship between a mine and a tourism desti-
nation may be asymmetrically counterproductive, an example being when the 
destination suffers from environmental impacts (externalities) caused by the mining. 
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These impacts can take many forms, such as changes in the landscape, pollution of 
waterways, noise or a combination of these. How significant the consequences are 
depends not only on the size of impacts but also the nature of the tourism business 
involved. In the case of industrial tourism, the destination may be an industrial site or 
even a mine that is unique to a particular location. In such an instance, the environ-
mental impacts of an active mine may not necessarily have any business impacts on 
tourism. However, various forms of nature-based tourism tend to be sensitive to sig-
nificant environmental impacts of mining and other large-scale industrial activities. 
There is no strict scientific definition of nature-based tourism but the concept usu-
ally refers to tourism where natural features such as landscapes, quality of nature and 
natural phenomena are key attractions and reasons why consumers visit a particular 
destination.11 The relationship is asymmetrical, because a mine will only benefit from 
the neighboring touristic attractions and services, whereas a nature-based tourism 
business may suffer significantly if it is located in the vicinity of a mine. This is par-
ticularly the case if the business idea is to sell tranquility and pristine nature, that is, 
an environment where clients can engage in outdoor activities in areas undisturbed 
by noise, destroyed landscapes or perceivable pollution. It is also possible that a mine 
is a tourist attraction, although this is rare. Such mines tend to be old and the mining 
methods historical, and this activity can be considered a form of heritage tourism.12 
Typically, public access to operating mines is strictly prohibited for safety reasons. 
Asymmetrical relationships indicate that the only problematic situations are where 
investments in tourism infrastructure precede mining or are growing significantly. 
If mining comes first, then new entrepreneurs can adapt their business plans to the 
fact that mining is already there. After investments in tourism infrastructure, tourism 
entrepreneurs expect that the landscape and other environmental resources crucial 
to their business will remain untouched. However, environmental resources such as 
the landscape are not property owned by the tourism industry. How mining or other 
developments shape the landscape largely depends on public policies. All industries, 
including tourism and mining, expect public policies to be predictable and to create 
stable conditions for businesses. Tourism and mining may, however, interpret the 
practical consequences of these expectations in different ways. The tourism industry 
clearly expects public policies to ensure that no detrimental changes in the landscape 
will occur, whereas the mining industry obviously expects public policies to allow 
the changes needed in the landscape. 
3. Case study: Hannukainen 
In 2005, during the mining boom in Lapland, the company Northland Resources Inc. 
(later Northland Mines Inc.) announced plans to open an iron mine in Kolari, a town 
in Finnish Lapland near the Swedish border. An iron mine operated in the same loca-
tion between 1978 and 1990. At that time, the company operating the mine was the 
state-owned Rautaruukki, which could not make the mine profitable.13 The amount 
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of ore to be extracted at the new mine, including copper and gold, was projected to be 
4.6 million tons.14 The facility would have an open pit 2.5 kilometers in diameter (the 
old pit was 600 meters wide). Estimated ore reserves at the site are 136 million tons 
for iron, copper and gold combined. The volume of waste rock and soil to be removed 
would be some 435 million tons15 (Tukes 2016). The old Hannukainen mine was 
totally different in scale when compared to the one in the new project plan (Table 1).
Northland Mines Ltd. went bankrupt in 2014 and a new mining company, Han-
nukainen Mining Ltd., took over the project. According to Hannukainen Mining, 
the lifespan of the mine will be between 17 to 25 years, including construction and 
it will create about 350 direct jobs in the area.16 However, critics of the project have 
questioned the figures on its economic and technical feasibility and have identified 
many environmental risks17 
Table 1. Comparison of the old (1978–1990) and planned Hannukainen mines.
Planned18 Old19 Old compared to 
planned %
Difference in size 
(times)
Size of claim km2 22 1.1 5.0 % 20
Amount of ore (million tons) 115 4.6 4.0 % 25
Waste rock (million tons) 435 5.4 1.2 % 81
In the 1990s the volume of the tourism industry in the municipality of Kolari was 
low in comparison to what it is now. In two decades the number of visitors has dou-
bled.20 Within the municipality of Kolari, tourism is strongly concentrated at the Ylläs 
tourist destination, which is adjacent to Finland’s most popular national park, Pallas- 
Yllästunturi.21 Growth was especially rapid in the 2000s. In short, the structure of the 
local economy has changed significantly in the municipality, a community with a pop-
ulation of 3,800 that sees more than 330,000 tourist overnights annually. This devel-
opment can be attributed in part to the support of local authorities; for example, local 
land-use planning has been carried out from the perspective of the tourism industry. 
Another contributing factor has been public and private investments in the Ylläs and 
Levi ski resorts, which amounted to some EUR 1000 million in the period 2000–
2009. Of these investments only 3 percent was state money, which took the form of 
business subsidies and aid for developing roads, water supplies and the environment.22
In 2014, Northland Resources and the parent company of Northland Mines, went 
bankrupt. This took place before any final decision was made regarding municipal 
level land-use plans, a mining permit or an environmental permit. After bankruptcy, 
mining rights were sold to a new company, Hannukainen Mining Ltd., which is 
owned by local Finnish entrepreneurs. After this change, in 2017, the municipality 
started preparing land-use plans and the new company submitted applications for an 
environmental permit and made changes to the mining patent application, originally 
submitted by the old company in 2010. In autumn 2017, the mining patent was 
granted; the application for an environmental permit is still being processed. 
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After the announcement of the plans of Northland Mines in 2006, other land 
users, such as tourism entrepreneurs and reindeer herders, did not publicly protest. 
At least there are no documents showing that they did. The situation changed in 
2013, when the first studies and environmental impact assessment were published.23 
These revealed plans for extracting 25 times more ore and 81 times more waste 
rock and loose soil than were extracted in the 1980s (Table 1). Rather soon tour-
ism enterprises and second-home owners mobilized and started an anti-Hannuka-
inen campaign, aiming to submit a petition against the mine. The petition has over 
46,000 signatures (March, 2018). Local tourism entrepreneurs and residents of the 
municipality close to Ylläs have also started a fundraising campaign to hire experts 
in the struggle against the mining project, a project to which the municipality is 
strongly committed.24
Survey studies conducted among tourists indicate that nature is the major attrac-
tion in Kolari and in Lapland generally.25 Beautiful landscapes, silence, a clean envi-
ronment and a wealth of recreational opportunities are the key elements that draw 
domestic visitors and foreign tourists in particular to the area. In short, tourism in 
Ylläs is nature-based and anchored in the quality of the local environment as well as 
in the human and ecosystem services available.
For tourism the critical question is whether visitors will come back if the mine is 
established. This is especially important in Ylläs, a tourist destination where custom-
ers are extremely loyal. Studies show that most domestic customers have visited Ylläs 
at least five times and half of them have been there more than ten times.26 
Research also shows that both customers (tourists) and producers (tourism compa-
nies) see many risks and problems associated with the Hannukainen mining project. 
A total of 44 percent of visitors think that interest in visiting Ylläs again would dimin-
ish if Hannukainen were built. Eighty percent think the mine would detract from the 
image of Ylläs as a nature-based destination. Negative impacts on the environment 
were identified by 87 percent of visitors, and 79 percent anticipated negative impacts 
on the resort’s image as a wilderness area.27 Tourism entrepreneurs viewed the situa-
tion as being even worse. The mine would be located (on average) 9 kilometers from 
the tourism companies’ activities while the tourism companies think that it should be 
at least 45 kilometers away. Entrepreneurs fear the worst where tourism is concerned, 
with 87 percent thinking that customers would reduce return visits or not come back 
at all. Moreover, 74 percent of entrepreneurs believe that if opened the mine would 
reduce their revenue or cause them to suspend investments (65 percent).28
The Hannukainen mine may also have negative impacts on tourism beyond the 
Ylläs destination. The processes at iron ore mines use several chemicals, such as 
xanthates, which are lethal to fish and micro-organisms in water.29 The mine plans 
to pump its processed waste waters straight into the Tornio-Muonio River (Figure 
1), which is an important salmon fishing river and part of the Natura 2000 pro-
tection network. Expert statements suggest that residues in waste waters or leak-
ages from the ore-processing area may pose major environmental risks in Arctic 
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conditions.30 Plans also call for reopening the Kaunisvaara mine, which operated for 
two years and went bankrupt in 2014.31 It, too, would pump its waste waters into the 
Tornio-Muonio River. Both mines could thus have significant non-local economic 
and environmental impacts over an area of hundreds of kilometers.
It is impossible to predict impacts of mining on tourism accurately. How custom-
ers ultimately behave is the outcome of many variables, including economics, politics 
and trends. However, studies show that there are true risks for tourism if mining is 
allowed.32 Risk analysis and best-worst case scenarios are essential to achieve sus-
tainable and sound decision-making. 
In 2016 a web survey on land-use issues was conducted by the municipality of 
Kolari and the Natural Resources Institute Finland. The data consisted of 254 
responses from local residents, 378 responses from second-home owners and 273 
from tourists. Altogether 1257 persons responded to the survey. The total num-
ber of respondents to the question “Do you approve of the Hannukainen mining 
project” was 585.33 In the survey people were asked whether or not there should be 
certain conditions set for the mine. The results presented in Figure 2 include only 
Figure 1. The Tornio-Muonio River between Finland and Sweden.
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respondents who would set certain conditions for acceptance of the project and the 
percentage of conditions chosen by stakeholder groups. Most respondents either 
rejected or accepted the mine outright. 
According to the survey, local opinion on the Hannukainen project is extremely 
polarized. Eighty percent of residents living in villages near the mining site oppose 
the mine, while 67 percent of people in other villages support it. However, it is fair 
to say this is not just a case of NIMBY (not in my back yard). Those living near the 
site live mainly in the Ylläs tourist destinations, where most of the jobs, valuable real 
estate and business investments are located. In these locations the population has 
been growing rapidly (a 58 percent increase in the last fifteen years), whereas else-
where in Kolari it is declining.34
The key conclusion to be drawn from the survey is that stakeholders, including 
local people, second-home owners and tourists, who could accept mining under 
certain conditions (see Figure 2) are of the view that the project will not become 
acceptable if it does no more than comply with the legally binding requirements of 
the relevant regulation. The results show that stakeholders have expectations that 
can be captured by the concept of ‘social license to operate (SLO)’. 
59.7 
62.8 
13.2 
64.7 
42.6 
7.4 
55.3 
51.1 
8.5 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 
Company must earn acceptance and trust of 
local people and communities (social license 
to operate) N=77; 88; 26 
Company must use  share of prots for local 
services and infrastructure (such as sports, 
culture and welfare services) N=81; 58; 24 
No requirements other than that the 
company should obey the law and 
restrictions imposed by authorities. N=17; 
10; 4 
% of respondents choosing condition 
Tourists Second home owners Local inhabitants 
Figure 2. Conditions on the mining company. 
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According to Thomson and Boutilier,35 a social license to operate is a stakeholder 
community’s perceptions of the acceptability of a company and its local operations. 
A stakeholder community is not just the geographical community, such as a village 
or municipality, but rather a network of stakeholders that the mining project can 
have an impact on and that can have impact on the project. Stakeholders can be 
local people, governmental and non-governmental organizations, companies, ethical 
investment funds and the like. The SLO is a social science concept which describes 
company-community relations and is used globally and in the Nordic countries for 
the extractive industries in particular.36 Today, mining companies globally seek an 
SLO to avoid conflicts, socially justify their operations and assure financers that 
projects entail no unbearable risks. An SLO is not granted by any authority, as it is 
not legal permit; it can be earned by social and public communication and through 
collaboration with local communities and stakeholder networks engaged in and 
affected by the project in question.37 
While earning a social license to operate is of crucial importance in making a 
mining project successful, the project must also fulfil a range of legal requirements. 
Moreover, interaction during the legal processes may affect the social license. In the 
next section, we go on to assess the role of public regulation in resolving conflicts 
between mining and tourism industries. 
4. Role of Regulation in Resolving Conflicts between the Mining  
and Tourism Industries
4.1. Overview of the regulatory landscape 
In this section, we investigate how the exploitation of minerals in Finland is governed 
by regulation. We focus on the situation where mining and tourism are in an asym-
metrically counterproductive relationship, for example, where a new or expanding 
mine is changing the landscape in a way that might have significant detrimental 
impacts on existing tourism businesses. 
Exploitation of mineral resources is governed by many regulatory instruments 
which serve similar functions from country to country. In Finland, the key deci-
sions in this regard include the environmental impact assessment (EIA, which often 
includes another assessment, known as the Natura assessment),38 land-use plans39 
and mining permits,40 as well as environmental and water permits.41 Land-use plans 
and mining permits are particularly relevant for landscape changes. The environ-
mental permit regulates emissions (pollution), but not physical changes to the land-
scape, and the Nature Conservation Act focuses on biodiversity.42 
The environmental impact assessment procedure, which pertains to all types of 
environmental impacts (emissions, biodiversity, landscape etc.) is procedurally sep-
arate from the permitting processes. The EIA procedure precedes all permit and 
land-use planning processes, but it does not have legal effects. The assessment pro-
duces information but not changes in legal rights and obligations; however, this 
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information must be taken into account in the permitting and land-use planning 
processes. 
The multi-tier system of land-use planning takes the form of national land-use 
objectives, adopted by the Government; regional-level plans, adopted by the regional 
council; and two local-level plans (the master plan and town plan), adopted by the 
municipal council. National land-use objectives are not spatially explicit, whereas 
plans are. The most relevant land-use plan for mining is the master plan, discussed 
below. In this hierarchy, upper-level objectives or regional plans guide the prepara-
tion of local-level plans. While the three-tier hierarchy has a long history, recent years 
have seen a trend toward devolution within the hierarchy. This has, in essence, meant 
that state authorities have fewer possibilities than in the past to influence land-use 
planning decisions taken by municipalities. 
While a project may only commence after all regulatory decisions have been 
made, the order in which these decisions are made may vary. The general rule is 
that a company requiring several permits may decide on the order in which it sub-
mits the permit applications, with regulators making their decisions independently 
unless the law provides otherwise.43 However, the relationship between land-use 
planning and the mining permit is determined by the new Mining Act (621/2011); 
a land-use plan or other land-use decision must precede any decision on a per-
mit. Furthermore, a mining permit may not be granted if mining would hinder 
the implementation of a land-use plan (master plan) which has legal effects. Even 
where no such plan exists, a mining permit may not be granted if a municipality 
opposes it on the basis of reasonable grounds related to land use. Outside land-use 
plan areas, the national mining authority may, in rare cases, decide to grant a min-
ing permit regardless of opposition by the municipality if there are special reasons 
for doing so. 
The new Mining Act adopted in 2011 serves as the legal basis for any mining 
permit application submitted thereafter. Applications for a mining patent, the term 
used in the old Mining Act, (503/1965) are subject to different rules. This is rel-
evant for the present case, because the current mining company – Hannukainen 
Mining Ltd – bought mining rights from Northland Mines Ltd in 2015. North-
land Resources submitted its mining patent application in December 2010, that is, 
under the old Mining Act. This being the case, the provisions of the new Mining 
Act apply to the new decision only in part, despite the fact that the new company 
significantly modified the application in 2015. In the analysis below, we focus on 
the new Mining Act and how it relates to other decisions. However, when necessary 
we point out how the old Mining Act differs from the new one so that the reader 
can understand how the decision-making process relevant for Hannukainen will 
proceed. The Hannukainen mine is the first new large-scale mining project to be 
decided on since the adoption of the new Mining Act. It is important to note that 
our principal aim is to assess the law as it stands now and discuss possible needs 
for improvement.
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4.2. Role of land-use plans 
As noted above, a land-use planning decision must precede any decision on a min-
ing permit.44 Mining activities should be based on a legally binding land-use plan or 
other uses of the land should be sufficiently clarified in co-operation with the local 
authority, the regional council and the Centre for Economic Development, Trans-
port and the Environment. As a rule, this means full-scale planning in the form of 
a local master plan or other legally binding plan. Alternatively, a lighter planning 
procedure, called a ‘decision on area requiring planning’, can be used in cases where 
environmental impacts or the need to coordinate land uses is not significant. The 
use of the lighter process should be an exception. One could assume that the lighter 
alternative would concern only mining projects whose size is below the threshold set 
in the EIA Act, triggering the EIA procedure. However, there is no formal linkage 
between the two. Pölönen claims that the use of the lighter procedure for mining 
projects is ill-suited to the Finnish land-use planning system45 because the procedure 
will not guarantee a sufficiently comprehensive planning process. While a regional 
land-use plan could, in principle, satisfy the requirement of land-use planning prior 
to a decision on a mining permit, a municipality can override a regional plan with its 
own more detailed plan, discussed below. 
Although a municipality is not obligated to start a full-scale planning process46 
(perhaps because it does not support mining operations), some sort of a municipal 
decision is always required. A municipality must also express its opinion when it 
opposes a mining project. Where there is already an adequate legally binding land-
use plan in effect, there is no need to make a new one, in which case a municipality 
may consider land-use issues resolved. However, as Finland is a large country, new 
mining projects are often planned in areas that are not covered by legally binding 
master plans. In sum, a municipality can always, if it so wishes, prevent a mine from 
being established in its jurisdiction. One could call this a right of veto, although this 
term is not used in the law.
The Building and Planning Act regulates planning in both procedural and sub-
stantive terms. The substantive requirements come from two directions: directly 
from the law and from the upper levels of the hierarchical planning system. The rele-
vant considerations in preparing a local master plan,47 the most frequently used type 
of land-use plan for mining activities, are described in the Building and Planning 
Act using expressions such as ‘the functionality, economy and ecological sustain-
ability of the community structure; utilization of the existing community structure; 
and business conditions within the municipality.’48 This kind of language draws the 
planner’s attention to the issues which must be taken into consideration, but leaves 
it up to the planner to decide what to do in practice. The hierarchical planning 
system is based on the idea that upper-level plans or decisions guide lower-level 
planning. National land-use guidelines, which are not spatially explicit, are adopted 
by the Government and guide planning at the regional and local levels. However, 
the language used in the guidelines is broad.49 Their impact is similar to that of the 
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substantive requirements explained above: they define the scope of issues to be con-
sidered in the planning processes but leave open the question of the actual outcome 
of this consideration. 
The upper-level plan, namely the regional land-use plan, is more concrete than 
national land-use objectives. A local land-use plan must adhere to the land-use 
policy adopted in the regional plan, although a municipality need not follow it in all 
details. More concretely, even if an area has been set aside for mining in the regional 
plan, the municipality in question may decide to reserve the area for other purposes. 
This conclusion can be drawn from a recent decision of the Supreme Administrative 
Court50 concerning a wind farm in Muonio, Finnish Lapland. In this case, a specific 
area was reserved for a wind farm in the regional plan as well as in the proposed 
detailed plan, but the local municipal council rejected the plan. The council, a politi-
cal body, came to a different conclusion than the civil servants who had prepared the 
proposal. The council concluded that the negative impacts of a wind farm on local 
tourism outweighed the farm’s potential benefits in terms of energy production.51 
The Supreme Administrative Court confirmed that the local council was entitled to 
make the decision it did. 
While the steering mechanisms of local-level land-use planning are flexible, plan-
ning is still subject to legal oversight. Appeals against land-use plans may be filed 
with an administrative court not only by residents of the municipality and other 
affected parties, but also by the Centre of Economic Development, Transport and 
the Environment, the key state authority in land-use planning. For state authorities, 
the most important channel for influencing land-use planning today is pre-decision 
negotiations.52 However, authorities should not intervene where the principal con-
sideration is expediency, the choice of which industries to favor being such a deci-
sion. Neither mining nor tourism can expect a state authority to try to influence a 
land-use plan significantly on the industry’s behalf. 
To counterbalance devolution, land-use planning processes have been made more 
transparent, interactive and evidence-based. There is less state control of local-level 
planning, but this means that citizens’ opportunities to influence decision-making 
have been improved. Drawing from all relevant laws beginning with the Constitu-
tion, Eija Mäkinen53 has condensed the key ideas behind planning law into what 
she calls ‘an ideal legal model for good planning’. This consists of three major stat-
utory requirements: (1) transparent and interactive preparation in cooperation with 
stakeholders, (2) assessment of impacts and careful consideration of substantive 
requirements and (3) adequate weighing of various interests. To fulfil these require-
ments, planning needs to start with the preparation of a scheme for interaction 
procedures and impact assessment. This ‘planning of the planning’ is public and 
open to discussion. While the scale of evidence gathering is relative to the goals of 
planning, neglecting sufficient efforts to make impact assessments tends to backfire 
after a planning decision is made. Shortcomings in evidence gathering are the most 
frequently used arguments in appeals and are often successful.54 
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In sum, the substantive requirements of planning law relevant for promoting 
business activities – or giving a preference to one business over another – are 
general and leave a municipality with a large degree of discretion. This kind of 
decision-making is seen as furthering the ‘consideration of expediency’, which falls 
within the sphere of municipal self-government. The legal oversight system focuses 
on other kinds of issues, such as the tension between immediate economic benefits 
to the local community and impacts on the environment.55 Where there is tension 
between a new business activity and, say, Natura 2000 areas, the discretion of the 
planner is limited. Hence, appeals against planning decisions based solely on the 
argument that the land-use plan promotes the wrong businesses are unlikely to 
succeed. 
The case of existing businesses is, however, somewhat different than that of pro-
spective ones. A land-use plan should not cause unreasonable harm to landown-
ers and the planner should take into consideration business conditions within the 
municipality.56 Any plan neglecting these considerations is susceptible to legal crit-
icism. The planner can, however, choose the manner in which these requirements 
are implemented. For example, while one can assume that any plan allowing mining 
close to a tourism area should contain a buffer zone, the size and form of a buffer 
zone may vary significantly.
A municipality’s right of veto with regard to a mining permit and the trend of 
devolution in land-use planning have resulted in a situation where the resolution 
of conflicts between mining and tourism is almost solely up to the municipality. 
Legal oversight is relevant where the process is concerned, but less so as regards the 
substantive outcome of the decision-making. A transparent and interactive process 
and the requirement that any planning decision be based on evidence are the key 
safeguards of businesses that fear they may be negatively impacted by a particular 
land-use plan.
If an application for mining rights was submitted before July 2011, when the new 
Mining Act entered into force, the provisions of the new Mining Act will apply only 
in part. The key difference concerns the role of municipalities during the prepara-
tion of the decision on the mining patent. According to the new Act, a municipality 
can prevent the establishment of any mining project on grounds related to land use, 
as explained above. According to the old Act, a decision on land use need not be 
made before the mining authority makes its crucial decision on the patent. How-
ever, under the old law, where a detailed plan has been adopted before a patent is 
granted and the municipality objects to granting the patent on relevant grounds 
related to land use, the mining authority may not grant the patent without special 
reasons for doing so. This somewhat complicated rule gives the municipality a role 
in the process, but still leaves the final word to the mining authority. Despite the 
differences in the role of a municipality, the legal basis for setting permit condi-
tions is the same under the old and new Mining Acts for all decisions made after 
July 2011.
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4.3. Role of Mining Law 
4.3.1. Basic Features of Mining Law 
There are three basic types of mineral ownership regimes world-wide, namely, the 
claim system, the concession system and the land ownership system. The salient 
idea of the claim system is that whoever discovers a mineral deposit can – subject to 
certain formalities – acquire the right to exploit it. The right is given to the party who 
first applies for it (first come, first served). In the concession system, the state has the 
power to decide whether to allow exploration for minerals and whom it will permit 
to do so. In the land ownership system, as the name suggests, mineral deposits are 
the property of the owner of the real estate where they are located.57 
In a claim system, a mining company has the right to seek permission to exploit a 
mineral deposit – subject to the relevant formalities. Under the system, land owners 
are protected against economic losses, although a mining operation can be estab-
lished without their approval. Hence, the position of mining companies is strongest 
under the claim system. The discretionary powers of mining authorities tend to be 
smaller in such a system than in a concession system. In the land ownership system, 
land owners have the final say as to whether a mining operation is allowed or not. 
Finland has adopted the claim system for minerals – including all metal minerals – 
defined in the Mining Act. Minerals not mentioned in the Act are owned by the 
landowner. For example, sand and gravel are regulated by the Land Extraction Act. 
Finnish mining law has been based on the claim system since the Mining Statute of 
1857, when Finland was an autonomous Grand Duchy of Russia.58 
In Finland, landowners cannot prevent the establishment of a mining project in 
their capacity as owners. However, they are allowed to receive compensation for 
damages caused by the mining company and are paid an excavation fee by the per-
mit holder. For metal minerals, the fee is 50 € per hectare plus 0.015 % of the calcu-
lated value of the minerals excavated and exploited in a year based on world market 
prices. For other minerals, the sum to be paid should be reasonable and, if not 
agreed, will be determined by the mining authority upon application.59 Previously, 
mining companies also paid a claim fee to the state, but this fee was discontinued by 
the new Mining Act. The municipality where the mine is located is not entitled to 
any fee or other payment based on the Mining Act, although such a possibility was 
discussed when the law was being drafted.60
4.3.2. Detrimental Impacts on Other Livelihoods 
According to section 1 of the current Mining Act,61 its objectives are to promote 
mining and organize the use of areas required for it, as well as exploration, in a 
socially, economically, and ecologically sustainable manner. In order to fulfill the 
purpose of the Act, public and private interests must be safeguarded, with particular 
attention to: (1) the preconditions for engaging in mining activity, (2) the legal status 
of landowners and private parties sustaining damage, (3) the impacts of activities on 
the environment and land use and (4) the economic use of natural resources. 
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The old Mining Act was heavily criticized for always giving priority to mining over 
other important public values.62 In response to this criticism, the objectives of the 
new Act were purposely defined broadly, suggesting that the role of the Mining Act 
in the overall regulatory landscape has changed significantly. This change appears as 
a move away from a traditional claim system, in which the role of the mining author-
ity is limited to examining whether certain formalities are met and registering min-
eral rights. No doubt the registration of mineral rights is still an important function, 
because mining rights are an essential asset of mining companies and the basis for 
attracting financing. However, the legislative proposal63 for the Mining Act contains 
numerous references to public interests – the environment, the landscape, the Saami 
people, general living conditions, other livelihoods – which should also be taken 
into account. Whether the change in the objectives will result in any real change in 
practice depends on how permit conditions imposed under the new law differ from 
those set under the old one. 
Next we explore the relevance of this reform from the perspective of nature-based 
tourism. Detrimental impacts of a mine on nature-based tourism may take many 
forms, such as noise, dust, light pollution and changes in the landscape. Hence, we 
ask to what extent these kinds of impacts are or could be regulated by a mining per-
mit. The law requires that a mining permit must contain regulation to avoid, or at 
least limit, significant detrimental impacts on public and private interests (sections 
18 and 52 read together). This must be read such that it includes the interests of 
tourism and other livelihoods. 
However, due to broad-brush wording of the new Mining Act, adopted in 2011, 
legal confusion has arisen regarding what should be regulated in a mining permit 
and what in an environmental permit. The law does not make explicit the kinds of 
conditions that should be set out in an environmental permit and in a mining per-
mit. Instead, in section 18, the Mining Act prescribes that mining activities must not 
cause significant harm to public or private interests or, in relation to the overall costs 
of the mining operations, reasonably avoidable infringement of public or private 
interests. Furthermore, the law requires that a mining permit should include nec-
essary provisions for securing public and private interests, among others, to ensure 
that the activity does not result in any consequence prohibited by the Act, includ-
ing those set out in section 18. On this basis, one could argue that mining permits 
should contain conditions applying to all types of detrimental impacts, even those 
covered by earlier environmental permit. This would lead to overlapping regulation. 
While the wording of the Act is confusing, Pölönen and Halinen argue that sys-
temic interpretation provides a solution.64 Systemic interpretation indicates that 
conditions on pollution should be imposed through an environmental permit, as the 
reform of the Mining Act in 2011 did not aim to narrow the scope of the Environ-
mental Protection Act. The purpose of the reform was to improve and strengthen 
the protection of public and private interests. Hence, only conditions on detrimental 
impacts with other causes – physical changes, for example – should be included in 
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a mining permit. However, as Pölönen and Halinen admit, the mining authority, 
which often makes its decision first, cannot know what kinds of permit conditions 
will be included in environmental permit. In its decision, the mining authority is 
obligated to cover all the considerations referred to in the Mining Act. In addition, 
the distinction between pollution and physical changes is not necessary clear. If a 
mine is located close to a tourism resort and it produces noise and dust as well as 
causing a loss of scenery, it might turn out to be difficult to decide whether the harm 
to public or private interests is due to pollution or physical change. Looked at from 
the perspective of the tourism industry, the question concerns the overall impact of 
mining on tourism. To avoid any loss of legal protection provided by law, the mining 
authority should impose permit conditions that minimize or prevent detrimental 
impacts on tourism, unless it is convinced that the matter will be regulated in the 
environmental permit.
The mining authority may reject a mining permit application if the proposed min-
ing project is expected to: threaten public safety, have significant detrimental envi-
ronmental impacts, or substantially lower the standard of living and hurt the local 
economy; if these danger or impacts cannot be remedied through permit regula-
tions.65 In the legislative proposal for the Act, as well as in the legal literature,66 it is 
stressed that this provision is applicable only to large-scale mines and in exceptional 
circumstances. The legislative proposal mentions as examples cases where a mining 
project will destroy a valuable landscape or makes the area uninhabitable due to for 
example pollution. The model for this approach is clearly taken from the Water Act, 
which has a similar provision that has been applied only once.67 It is worth noting 
that this rule does not apply to permit applications submitted prior to the adoption 
of the new Mining Act, as is the case with the Hannukainen mine. 
The key conclusion to be drawn here is that the Mining Act requires the mining 
authority to impose permit conditions which at the very least protect the tourism 
industry from detrimental impacts caused by physical (landscape) changes. Fur-
thermore, we can conclude that the division of labor between the mining and envi-
ronmental permits is not clear. Having said this, it is important to recall that only a 
limited number of decisions have been made under the new Mining Act and only 
one regarding a large-scale mine, namely, the case of Hannukainen.68 Furthermore, 
the decision concerning Hannukainen is not yet legally binding as an appeal against 
it has been made. Interpretation of the law is just beginning to emerge. As explained 
earlier, the new Mining Act applies only partially to the Hannukainen mine, as the 
permit application was initiated before the new Act was adopted. Nevertheless, sec-
tions 18 and 52 apply to all mining permit decisions under the new Mining Act, 
including those pertaining to Hannukainen. However, the dearth of decisions on 
large-scale mines means that we need to be cautious in drawing conclusions from 
the current permitting practice. 
Although the mining authority did not impose any permit conditions to protect 
tourism in the Hannukainen case, it did not exclude the possibility of imposing such 
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permit conditions in other cases. Many stakeholders drew attention to the lack of 
an appropriate assessment of the mine’s impact on tourism and pointed out that 
changes in the landscape cause detrimental impacts on nature-based tourism. The 
authority considered the claims concerning impact assessment too general, and 
ignored them. However, it noted that if mining should cause clearly observable det-
rimental impacts on tourism, it would be possible to impose new permit conditions 
later to mitigate or even fully prevent such impacts. In our opinion it is the task of 
the applicant to provide an appropriate impact assessment and the responsibility of 
the permit authority to ensure that such an impact assessment is made. 
The vague wording that the permit authority uses in order to fulfil the require-
ments in sections 18 and 52 open to criticism. After the adoption of the new Mining 
Act, the authority has imposed in most, if not all, cases a standard permit condition 
in which it repeats the following broad-brush wording of the law: “Mining shall 
not give rise to significant harm to the public or the private interest nor infringement of 
public or private interests.” No one knows what this formulation means in concrete 
terms and yet permit holders may unwittingly violate its terms. Using this kind of 
regulatory wording runs counter to the entire idea of permitting. The function of 
permitting is to turn general, non-specific norms of legislation into case-specific 
conditions that concretely define what the permit holder should or should not do 
in a particular case. Excessively broad wording makes enforcement of permit con-
ditions extremely challenging if not impossible. The Mining Act requires systematic 
monitoring,69 although it leaves the details of this up to the mining authority. If a 
permit authority does not know in specific terms what it expects the permit holder 
to do, how can the recipient company know? Open-ended formulations of legal 
requirements in a permit are unlikely to have any impact whatsoever on public or 
private interests. 
From a legal point of view, the key conclusion is that the mining authority should 
determine whether a mine may harm tourism or other livelihoods and, if so, impose 
permit conditions that mitigate or prevent these impacts. While rejection of a per-
mit application on the basis of detrimental impacts on other livelihoods is appar-
ently possible in exceptional situations, imposing permit conditions could be utilized 
more often. 
5. Discussion 
The impact a new mine has on tourism will vary from case to case, depending on: 
the location of the mining facilities, the physical size of the project, the mining pro-
cesses used, logistics, as well as the image of the mining company and its end prod-
uct. Tourism is a business that is dependent on an image that sells. If the image of a 
tourism destination is tainted because of its proximity to a mine, the entire business 
is in danger. Every mining case is unique and parallels drawn between different 
mines easily prove invalid.70 
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While tourism and the mining industry may benefit from each other, the rela-
tionship between a mine and tourism is often asymmetrically counterproductive; 
a new mine will in most cases significantly reduce the attractiveness of a tourism 
destination. If this tension is left to be resolved through negotiations between the 
two industries, in the spirit of the so-called Coase theorem,71 the bargaining power 
of the tourism industry is weak. The existence of an asymmetrical counterproductive 
relationship justifies the need for regulation. 
The challenge is that long-term impacts are not easy to anticipate nor is it easy 
to produce evidence of these impacts. Both underestimating and exaggerating the 
impacts of mining may be a problem. Mining, in particular, is an activity that is 
likely to trigger public protests because of misunderstanding its impacts. This can 
create a social phenomenon called ‘moral panic’, which involves creating a sense of 
insecurity among a certain group of people by exaggerating facts that are perceived 
as problematic.72 
In the Finnish legal system, the key regulatory instruments capable of addressing 
an asymmetrical counterproductive relationship between mining and tourism are 
land-use plans and mining permits. Environmental permits, while extremely rele-
vant for emissions control, are not designed to address physical changes in the land-
scape. Land-use planning offers a means for reconciling conflicts between mining 
and tourism through the allocation of land to different uses across an area in a way 
that balances the needs of the two industries. Whether buffer zones and other plan-
ning choices will effectively mitigate detrimental landscape impacts on neighboring 
tourism activities depends on the particular circumstances of the case. It may be 
that mining will detrimentally affect neighboring tourism businesses regardless of 
what the planner does. In such instances, a fundamental choice has to be made as 
to which industry is given preference. According to representatives from the tourism 
industry, this is the case with the Hannukainen mine.73 They firmly believe that a 
new mine would have a significant negative economic impact on their nature-based 
business. 
A planner needs to follow procedural rules, gather relevant information and 
give reasonable grounds for decisions made, but ultimately these decisions are of a 
political nature. The ideal model for implementing land-use planning aims to 
ensure that decisions are well-grounded, but this model may fail due to insufficient 
information, difficulties in assessing the significance of the information available and 
regulatory capture.74 
It is doubtful whether a municipality is the best public body to decide on 
large-scale projects with extensive impacts beyond municipal boundaries. A small 
municipality such as Kolari, which has a population of fewer than 4,000 people, may 
lack the resources and expertise necessary for the careful impact assessment and 
transparent and interactive collaboration among all relevant stakeholders that the 
ideal decision-making model requires. The problem is, however, that it is not easy to 
point to any other public body that would be better suited to this task. Furthermore, 
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democratic control through local elections serves as a safeguard that decisions are 
made for the benefit of the local population as a whole.
Recently the town of Kuusamo in northeast Finland determined that a proposed 
mine that would be situated close to a tourist destination would cause excessive risks 
to tourism. The municipality adopted a strategic land-use plan that strictly limits 
the area where mining is allowed. This is an example of how a municipality may give 
priority to tourism over mining in an asymmetrical conflict situation.75 Structurally 
the Kuusamo decision is similar to that of the municipality of Muonio regarding the 
wind farm noted above. While the Kuusamo case shows how land-use planning can 
be used to restrict areas available for mining, it also stresses the crucial role of the 
municipality in this process. The municipality of Kuusamo decided to favor tourism; 
another municipality might resolve the tension between a mine and a tourism des-
tination differently. Ultimately, the decision is political in nature, and the possibility 
that different municipalities may reach different conclusions is unproblematic as 
such. In fact, diversity of values, avoidance of interest capture and opportunities for 
experimentation are all arguments commonly used in promoting the decentraliza-
tion of power.76
Not only land-use planning but also mining permits could be used for the purpose 
of reconciling conflicts between different industries, as the objective of the Mining 
Act indicates.77 Unlike land-use planning, permit conditions are addressed to the 
permit holder only. Permit conditions could, for example, aim to prevent or mini-
mize detrimental impacts caused by landscape changes (physical changes) on living 
conditions, local amenities or other livelihoods, like tourism.78 While it is clear that 
the Mining Act not only allows but requires the mining authority to impose permit 
conditions to avoid harm to public and private interests, no effective permit condi-
tions have been developed in the permitting practice to date. The mining authority 
has merely reproduced the general wording of the legislation in its decisions. This 
practice runs counter to the idea of permitting. Permitting should concretize what 
the general rules and requirements of legislation mean in an individual case. The use 
of permit conditions such as those seen thus far renders ineffective the substantive 
requirements of the Mining Act, which seeks to protect public and private interests. 
This means that the key objective of the Mining Act, namely organization of “the 
use of areas required for (mining), and exploration, in a socially, economically, and 
ecologically sustainable manner”, is not being met. 
The Mining Act has a safeguard mechanism for extreme cases, which is designed 
to be used in rare situations.79 The mining authority, the Finnish Safety and Chemi-
cals Agency, should refuse to grant a mining permit if the mining operation in ques-
tion will cause large-scale negative impacts on other livelihoods or the environment. 
However, the Agency is a highly specialized state authority that focuses on technical 
issues with only limited staff and expertise available.80 The responsibility of making 
a decision that is mainly based on economic policy and coordination of land uses is 
ill-suited to such a body. This role is particularly ill-suited because it means that the 
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mining authority might have to overrule a decision made by the municipal coun-
cil, a political body. The situation becomes even more curious when one takes into 
account that the procedural requirements of the planning process are more demand-
ing than those for a mining permit. 
While the mining authority, the Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency, is not the 
right body to assess whether mining will cause large-scale negative impacts on other 
livelihoods or the environment, the idea of having a legal safeguard is worth keeping 
in the Finnish legal system. However, the choice of which public body should be 
given this jurisdiction is not obvious, because the safeguard mechanism includes 
components that fall under the remit of different authorities: danger to public safety, 
highly significant detrimental environmental impacts, and substantial impacts on liv-
ing conditions and the local economy (i.e. other livelihoods). One possibility would 
be to keep the substantive content of section 48(2) in the legal system, but give 
decision-making authority to other bodies. The body granting environmental per-
mits could decide whether mining would endanger public safety or result in highly 
significant detrimental environmental impacts. The municipality could decide 
whether mining would cause unacceptable detrimental impacts on living conditions 
and other businesses and industries. Oversight of municipal decision-making would 
be the function of the courts.
6. Conclusions
At present the Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency seemingly does not use its 
authority to fulfil the key objective of the Mining Act, namely, organization of the 
use of areas required for mining in a socially, economically, and ecologically sustain-
able manner. The practice of this public body has been to reproduce in mining per-
mits the general and abstract requirements of the legislation without giving concrete 
case-specific content to the wording of the law; this renders permitting ineffective. 
The mining authority should, in our opinion, improve the way in which it formulates 
permit conditions to give them concrete content. 
Furthermore, the Finnish Safety and Chemicals Agency is not, in our opinion, 
the right public body to decide whether a mining operation might cause detrimental 
social and environmental impacts on such a scale that the proposed mining should 
be prohibited. The safeguard mechanism as such is valuable, but the authority to 
invoke it should be transferred to other public bodies, such as the environmental 
permit authority and the planning authority (municipal council). 
The interests of different land uses and livelihoods should be reconciled as part 
of the land-use planning process. Local authorities and political decision-makers 
in Kolari face a real challenge in land-use planning, because legal representatives 
from the municipal council will have to decide if it is worth accepting a moderate 
risk. In the case of the Hannukainen mine their responsibility is weighty because 
the mine may seriously impact the quality of the environment and livelihoods in 
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two countries – Finland and Sweden – along the Tornio-Muonio River and the 
Bothnian Bay.
A small municipality with limited staff and expertise tasked with deciding which 
industry should be given preference is not necessarily an optimal situation. However, 
it is difficult to point to a public body or mechanism that would be better. The legal 
oversight of the planning decision ensures that procedural rules are followed, rele-
vant information gathered and reasonable grounds for decisions given, but it leaves 
open the question of which industry should be given preference in a given locality. 
Hence, we conclude that there is no need to change the role of municipalities or 
land-use planning law in addition to what we have concluded above. This conclusion 
pertains only to the general legal framework; how successfully an individual munic-
ipality manages to use its powers is another question. 
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